SF User Group Minutes
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Submitted by LRSC

Present: BSC, LRSC, MASU, NDSCS, NDSU, UND, VCSU, WSC, DSU, DCB and Campus Solutions-Angela, Deidre, Marie, Kraig and Jennifer

Absent: Minot

1. Angela reported that Waiver Item Type Keyword testing in stage was completed. Tuition Discount by Ethnicity (NDU_0040_SF) and Tuition Discount Category (NDU_SF_0177), and the new Item Type Code Query (NDU_SF_0186) are now in the Production environment. They will move forward with the mapping. Board office had asked for new classification of waiver for the Student Representative on the Board. Discussion will take place to see where this waiver fell before and how it will be mapped. Angela will notify schools when all is done, sometime after Sept 1st.

2. Collections Tracking Report- UND stated they had specific queries to address this topic. A group consisting of UND, Wahpeton and NDSU will get together to discuss the report.

3. Issue was brought forward to the Campus Community Group to have the Visa tables birthplace automatically default to US. There was a concern that students that weren’t born in the US but attended school would automatically be listed as born in the US. SF representatives are frustrated with the process. It appears when SF brings issues forward it has to go back to the user groups before decisions are made. This issue was brought forward but not sent back to the user groups.

4. Campus Community group will go ahead with Residency edit update but is not a top priority.

5. Mary brought up the issue of address usage setup. Based on the application the Home address is the physical address and the mailing address is the PO Box. Small towns don’t deliver to street addresses. Propose change to the Home address to include the PO Box. The two lines then will populate with street address and PO box when Home is chosen. User group approved moving forward to Campus Community Group.

6. Angela mentioned HEUG online will be having a webinar for Beginners on August 12th.

Developmental Requests:

Marie went over the DR list. Chelsea requested a report NDU_SF_0187 similar to Query 131 for Dept. to run. Karn mentioned the NDU Aging Report can also be used for that purpose. Discussion as to when items appear on the aging report. NDSU would like to
add item type as an option. This would be beneficial for International Health Ins., Rent and Cont. Ed. Discussion on the report being tied to the General Ledger or not.

Next Meeting: Chelsea will send email to discuss alternate time as original meeting is during first week of classes.

Next Minutes: Mayville